
Language Access 
Training For Judges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our program has spent over a decade presenting to many different audiences, including judges. I will share with you some lessons learned from the extensive presentations given to judges.Our courts have taken a leadership role in training and education efforts in attempt to make sure all aspects of our court system understand their requirements of ensuring language access.



Your Approach 
•The record 
•Practical & efficient solutions 
• Judicial autonomy 
• Judge involvement in curriculum 
development & presentation* 

•Humor 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We wanted to share Wisconsin’s experience with the different audiences, the various topics we have presented on, some of the teaching tools we have used and then we’d like to focus on what judges as learners want or need to know because they are the ones who are making the primary decisions in their courtroom.



Your Audience 
• Trial Court Judges 

• Tailor presentation to their experience 
• Massive calendars 
• Rural vs. urban; pro se litigants 
• Demographic concentration 

• Municipal Court Judges 
• Administrative Law Judges 

• UC, WC, SSI, Revocation hearings 



Your Tools 
• In-Person Presentations 

• Videos 
• Case Scenarios 
• Interpreter Training Exercises 

• Online/MediaSite 
• Site Visits 
• Cheat Sheets, Practice Papers on Specific 

Topics, Judicial Benchbooks 
• Interpreter Presenter 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have done a mix of presenting with various presenters: program manager, judge and interpreterWe have done media presentations with judges addressing judgesWe have done site visits when there have been specific problems or sensitive topics that need to be discussed in smaller settingsTo engage the audience, it has been helpful to use mixed media: videos, case scenarios, interpreter training exercisesWe have also worked with our benchbook committees to make sure the information provided in the judicial benchbooks is accurate and reflect new laws, new recommendations, new trends, etc. Created practice papers on specific topics and created Cheat Sheets for judges. We keep our website updated with the same information.
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